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Transforming Traditional Manufacturing Operations by Providing Digital Intelligence & Communications

TUESDAY
Achieving On Time Delivery with Paper-Less MES
Do you use multiple disconnected/manual tools to track execution across your shop floor? Paper-Less 
closes the loop to provide accurate data related to production times, statuses and efficiency for 
Production and Inventory ultimately giving customers the tools to improve On Time Delivery.
IBM Navigator for i
IBM dropped support for IBM i Access for Windows in April 2019.  In this session you will see how IBM has 
taken most of the capabilities of that older product and incorporated them into IBM Navigator for i; 
IBM’s best supported and completely browser based interface for IBM i systems management.  And 
you will see some new functions that are only available in IBM Navigator for i.
Next Generation XA Functionality
Discussion of System i Workspace (SiW) and how you as a user can benefit from it.

WEDNESDAY
Closing the Loop on Costing with Paper-Less MES
Explore a critical factor for any manufacturer: Determining the price of their end product. See how 
Paper-Less MES (Manufacturing Execution System) can help set an accurate cost and more 
importantly help reduce your manufacturing cost in conjunction with Infor XA. 
XA Financials
Overview of the modern XA Financial suite.  Enterprise Financials including Accounts Receivable, 
Accounts Payable, Cash, and General Ledger.
Working with Homepages
Infor Homepages is the single entry point to your application suite, driven by the Infor OS platform.  
Role-based Homepages serve as configurable dashboards, providing at-a-glance insights to daily 
work processes.  Session includes an overview, the basics & administration.  Come see what all the 
excitement is about!

THURSDAY
Workspaces (in Power-Link)
The in's and out's of how you can customize preferences and defaults using a workspace.
IBM i Access Client Solutions (ACS)
IBM's newest, supported client platform for access to IBM i (and IBM's replacement for IBM i Access for 
Windows, which is no longer supported as of April 2019). ACS is a platform independent solution that 
offers most of the prior version's function, but with many new capabilities as well. We will cover a lot of 
ground in this session, but with special focus on the ACS Data Transfer function.




